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Daemonikrieg- 

Godlike men of war

daemon:   part man, part God
i:   of
krieg:   war

Evil. That most misunderstood word everyone seems to have a different 
definition for. 

It is outside the scope of this publication to go into what we see as its meaning. 
What can be said in no uncertain terms though, is that evil is the Satanic ideal. 

The practitioner would then do well to understand and interface with it. For 
evil is not one single mode of being but a multifaceted realm. Within this text, 
we have compiled what we see as the 11 most powerful expressions of evil. 
Accompanied by the most powerful physical manifestations of said expressions 
via the Daemonikrieg. 

Their work on this planet granting them the requisite Sinister Orlay to 
transcend the abyss and hold power in the acasual realms. These are by no 
means the only such humans who have accomplished this. They are however 
the most successful and in reading and understanding their individual 
fiefdoms a practitioner may accurately assess if their workings are suited to 
the Daemonikrieg directly. Or the intermediaries of the Sadistikum for lesser 
matters. As hierarchy exists even in the acasual. In and of themselves though 
what one finds here are the 11 keys to hell on earth when manifested in the flesh. 
As well as the 11 gates leading individually to the most profane face of evil 
when manifested in the liberating Kaos of death. The name above all names, 
Adolf Hitler. Within these paths are many maddening secrets. Secrets which 
the individual may discover for himself, should he drink from the black chalice 
of National Socialist Satanism.

Hail Kaos!
Heil Hitler!
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Rudolf Hoss- 

Malignant King of Auschwitz
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Rudolf Hoss- 
Malignant King of Auschwitz

Malignant is to be evil in nature influence or effect. It 
may also mean relentlessly malevolent. In medical 
terms, it means to be virulent and infectious and to 

cause death. 

Most National Socialists to the expense of themselves have attempted to 
whitewash the Nazis. And in doing so have made toothless the last thing 

in our culture (true or not) that gives the White man any power, the Holocaust. 
We however are not bound by such silly restrictions. In the popular culture, the 
masses are made to be terrified by this event and the evil capable of producing it. 
Many if not most kikes as well. For whatever the exact truth of the Holocaust 
was, the masses of jews still believe the story peddled to us also. 

And if by some impossibility not one jew actually died, the Fuhrer would have 
still had them all in his grasp and completely powerless. A scenario no kike 
from the top or bottom would want to relive. 

Hoss is not as recognizable as many of the Daemonikrieg or NSDAP in 
general. However, the camp in which he presided over is more well known than 
even men like Goering, Hess, or Goebbels. Auschwitz being the central symbol 
for whatever Holocaust one chooses to believe in. 

Here kikes were rounded like cattle with no recourse. And hopefully as many if 
not more than they said were gassed, shot, and worked to death. Hoss diligently 
made this place the center of industrial scale genocide. Many greats from 
Eichmann, Grese, and Mengele showed their own dominion of evil through his 
profane ground. 

While many more of the Daemonikrieg and party, in general, had more readily 
exciting exploits in the battlefields or political realms. With gunfire, ace aerial 
combat, daring political maneuvers, massive rallies, etc. Auschwitz presents a 
more subtle and maddening strain of Nazi evil that haunts our enemies. Like a 
malignant tumor, you may not even know it affects you. Yet it does. Auschwitz 
and the horrors real and fake which transpired have poisoned and rattled the 
psyche of all that filth that we hate. And in that Rudolf Hoss is certainly more 
than a man to remember.
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Gestapo Muller- 

Wicked All Seeing Eye
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Gestapo Muller- 
Wicked All Seeing Eye

Wicked is to be morally wrong and capable/intending 
to harm. And is the opposite to be kind and virtuous. 
Connotatively one may envision something like the 

wicked Witch. A central and persecuting figure 
reviled by many. This is where the full character of 
Muller and the Gestapo express themselves above 

others of the Daemonikrieg. 

They spread terror and paranoia among the enemies of Hitler. An all 
seeing eye who did well to destroy the scum and the traitors. Muller was 

something of a workaholic in his day, always available even on weekends and 
holidays to accept reports, phone calls, or impromptu meetings. You could say 
he never slept in that sense. When the man who has more eyes in the Reich than 
anyone never sleeps that is a great source of dread to all who opposed Hitler. 

Communists, faggots, scorned NSDAP, monarchists, conservatives, and 
many more were snatched under the cover of dark never to be seen again. Only 
to have their brains melted and spirits shattered by Muller’s unmatched ability 
for interrogation. Not simply by violence, but by that maddening skill in which 
his cold eyes could stare you down in silence for hours on end. All those in the 
old German apparatus who jammed up the Reichs conquest were also not 
safe. Military and political bureaucrats could be ruined when the full force of 
his secret police were sicked on them. As no secret could be kept from Muller. 
How fitting then the man ever in the shadows and always watching simply 
disappeared in the dying days of the war, his fate never to be known.
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Joseph Mengele- 

Horrendous Mad Scientist
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Joseph Mengele- 
Horrendous Mad Scientist

Horrendous means shocking, horrible, and horrifying. 
And Mengele’s experiments and joyful fulfillment of 

his duties are all of these things and more.

His work would strike fear into any kike or subhuman unfortunate enough 
to cross his path. Even the flick of his wrist might, as it could mean you and 

hundreds more were just sentenced to death by gassing.

Horrendous even more so perhaps would be his shattering of the humanitarian 
anti nature fallacies the world is subjected to. We are taught by the descendants 
of these camp residents how sacred human life is. Not surprising the most 
inferior castes on this earth would perpetuate such myths. And if human life 
is so precious then extending it at all costs must be then a high deed. So much 
so that it is the animals who live nobly in harmony with nature that must be 
sacrificed at the altar of man to cure his ailments. Mengele broke this supposed 
taboo and logically concluded that if man wants to fight his weaknesses, he must 
put some skin in the game. His research though reviled still being hypocritically 
utilized by the governments which would go on to hunt him.

We know death to be the most profane, powerful, and inescapable face of our 
Dark Lord. So what an honor then and statement of power that Mengele was 
named the angel of death. A man worthy above most of the symbol of the skull 
and crossbones he and all his brothers wore on their uniforms. 
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Oskar Dirlewanger- 

Iniquitous Black Hunter
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Oskar Dirlewanger- 
Iniquitous Black Hunter

Iniquity is the opposite of righteousness and in the 
Reich not even the Einsatzgruppens compared to 

Dirlewanger and his legion in this aspect.

Many of his so called comrades hated him for it yet all those who mattered 
saw his ability and let him continue. Early with his time in the party, 

he faced challenges that would have shattered most. Being drummed out for 
sexual and financial crimes. Though none of these hurt the party, and in fact his 
embezzlement schemes aided the Nazis, that ever stubborn plague of moralism 
saw him removed though. How fitting as these lesser men no doubt knew 
Dirlewanger was someone they could not match. Yet the Gods had greater 
plans. As the WWI soldier had made some powerful friends. In his day he 
showed a warrior spirit above any pearl clutching moralist. Participating in 3 
wars and being wounded constantly due to his propensity to lead from the front. 
As well as his forces being decimated several times. Yet despite all, he pressed 
on. His name and the legion of men just as savage he commanded, struck fear 
into every enemy. And his sadism was practical in terrifying all who stood in 
their way, and a well deserved punishment for these creatures for having ever 
existed. In his own words, he waged war on sub humanity. 

Dirlewanger’s strange and frankly ugly features combined with that of his 
men’s distinctive hunting masks were a perfect visual representation of the 
Black Hunters. Downright monstrous in form one could have mistaken them 
for a horde of demons. And that is certainly not unfounded. 

He took the rapists, arsonists, murderers and made them a deadlier weapon 
than any of them on their own. And together they shattered all suppositions that 
gallantry and honor would win the day. The seal of his legion, two grenades 
was also perfect, pure, constant violence and death. Like a Viking raider plucked 
into the modern age he brought the flames of Hell both figuratively and literally 
to every enemy of our faith. And showed that the unrighteous are powerful and 
far from cowardly. His meeting a violent end was the only way he was bound 
to leave this world.
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Reinhard Heydrich- 

Perfect Bestial Aryan
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Reinhard Heydrich- 
Perfect Bestial Aryan

Bestiality means to be savagely cruel and depraved. 
Connotatively it’s safe to liken a bestial person with 
a more direct and animalistic disposition since one is 

compared to a beast. And none were more bestial than 
Heydrich. 

He was a warrior who headed one of the most brutal detachments of the 
SS. In their service, the Einsatzgruppens possibly more than any other 

German contributed to the direct expunging of all filth from Nazi conquered 
lands. By the millions, subhumans were lined against pre dug mass grave to 
be shot row by row until these trenches were filled, and many a man were killed 
via the car exhaust gassing trucks. Not just content to fight on the battlefields 
many of the greatest pogroms of the Reich simply would not have been possible 
without him either. Under his command, the secret services along with such 
men as Eichmann and Muller were able to on an inhuman scale expel all 
manner of filth from Germany into the camps. Along with waging war on the 
streets of their conquered and native lands, putting to the heel anyone dumb 
enough to stand in their way. 

His quintessential bravery in the face of battle expressed itself not just in direct 
combat with the SS but in his hundreds of Luftwaffe deployments. Leading 
right up to his death showing a spirit only found in those noble human animals. 
Known by the Fuhrer as the man with the iron heart he was also posthumously 
dubbed the perfect Aryan. And what is an Aryan if not nature’s finest beast?
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Adolf Eichmann- 

Malevolent Architect of the Holocaust
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Adolf Eichmann- 
Malevolent Architect of the Holocaust

Malevolence denotes the desire to do harm and evil as 
well as a generally hostile and uncaring demeanor. 

And Adolf Eichmann’s cold and unmatched efficiency 
in the exterminat ion of the worst elements of humanity 

exemplifies this trait.

He learned better than most nazis the inner workings of the jewish people 
including their language and scripture and he hated them. In his life before 

the war, he was seen as beneath notice, even a loser. And if this is not evidence 
of how perverted the world was before the Fuhrer then nothing is. That 
such a great man was not recognized immediately only shows how woefully 
unremarkable the masses of people are. How they cannot or will not identify 
brilliance when faced with it. Hitler and Himmler did, however. 

Into the dying days of the war going against even the orders of his superiors, 
he saw until the final moments the extermination of as many kikes as possible. 
And when he was brought before the race he helped decimate in their own 
homeland they condemned him to death. No doubt they expected him to beg for 
his life as their sorry ancestors did. To their dissatisfaction though Eichmann 
defiantly and bravely parted life with “I am ready”.
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Hans-Adolf Prützmann- 

Werewolf of Destruction
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Hans-Adolf Prützmann- 
Werewolf of Destruction

To be destructive is to cause great 
and irreparable harm or damage. In the more 

exoteric sense, this can be assigned to much of the 
Daemonikrieg. 

Prutzmann carried out countless missions with the Einsatzgruppens and 
Reich police to dispense with partisans and subhumans for the German 

conquest of the east. And when the Werewolves are taken into account, once 
more he was not the only man involved. In fact, he wasn’t even the most 
integral in their training. Though he provided them with much useful expertise. 

However what Prutzmann did that the others did not was actually organize one 
of the first and undoubtedly the most well known mission of the Werewolves.

Operation carnival took mostly members of the Hitler youth and one member 
of the German league of girls. The Nazi youth organizations truly being 
the first real generation of National Socialists. As they made up the largest 
contingency of Folksturm and Werewolves. On this mission, these loyal boys 
and girls killed a traitor, who out of cowardice served the kike owned allies and 
attempted to rot the brains and resolve of the German people in his jurisdiction. 

While by no means a major figure. He no less represented the most disgusting 
form of cowardice and betrayal. These heroes put him in the ground where he 
belonged. This was emblematic of the Werewolf struggle and would not have 
been possible without Prutzmann. 

So even after his death, the awful ramifications of his actions in the east and 
his new cadre for the modern Nazi struggle, with all the destruction it wrought 
cannot be forgotten. By us or those we hate. It may be said this Werewolf 
spirit of destruction rings in the soul of every neo Nazi who kills and destroys. 
Making every post war Werewolf a fragment of Prützmanns spirit. When 
taken in that context. His actions certainly damaged the enemies irreparably.
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Irma Grese- 

Depraved Bitch of Belsen
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Irma Grese- 
Depraved Bitch of Belsen

Depravity means moral corruption/wickedness, and 
in antiquated definitions means crooked and perverse. 
The connotation of depravity obviously has a sexual 

dimension but it’s not set in stone by definition. 
Luckily Grese exhibited aspects of depravity in every 

facet of her life. 

A promiscuous woman who got it on with males and females and proudly indulging 
in good debauchery with her brothers and sister in the manner of old German 

heathenry. Celebrating as was SS custom by this point the Pagan holidays original 
to her people. Along with the pointed sexual torture of kike women. 

But much more than just a sex pest she was a killer. Her name and the clack of her 
boots became something to be feared by any dreg residing in Auschwitz. Punishment 
was dispensed constantly be it by her whip, pistol, or her faithful animal companions. 
Strolling around with other such killers like the angel of death Mengele, her very 
presence was a bad omen. 

From the beginning to the end of her career, she showed a commitment to the National 
Socialist cause. In early life, she faced disownment from her christian family. In 
the end, she refused to leave the camp in which she made her home and playground. 
Enemy press after the fact all puzzled at how a young woman could be so terrible. 
Which is jewish nonsense. 

Irma Grese was one of the many youths awakened back to the bestial nobility of her 
blood. To the chagrin of her inferiors, this boiling sanguine was encased in a simply 
gorgeous and noble Nordic body. An inversion of every kike assumption on what their 
enemy should look like, much like the Nazis as a whole. And they hated her for it. By 
this metric then, she was depraved from every end. 

Certainly, lesbianism and constant sexual torture of kikes, though great are a little 
out of step with the strictest interpretations of NS. To kill and torture for the race is 
a depravity to the humanitarian bullshit we’ve been fed. And to be so physically and 
mentally superior while doing so is a depravity to every false assumption of our racial 
enemies. So Irma Gresse, the Bitch of Belsen/Blonde Beast of Hell is the ultimate 
statement of Nazi depravity, and their willingness to employ it.
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Otto Skorzeny- 

Nefarious Soldier Who Never Halted
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Otto Skorzeny- 
Nefarious Soldier Who Never Halted

Nefarious means to be wicked or criminal of action 
and from its Latin roots, it can mean not of divine law. 

Typically the word is used to describe someone who 
schemes and acts behind the scenes toward malintent.

Otto Skorzeny was a man of towering prowess and creativity. In his time 
serving the Reich both during and after the war, he applied ingenious solutions 

which were typically successful and caught the enemy off guard. So successful he 
was that he was dubbed the most dangerous man in Europe. Some of his feats such 
as his liberation of the Duce almost not seeming real and instead from an action film. 
His final major act in the dying days of the war ensuring hell would continue to be 
raised behind enemy lines through the training he gave to the Werewolves. 

And then after the war, he was the Nazi who went on to work for the governments 
of Spain, Argentina, Egypt, Isreal, and possibly the Soviet Union and United 
States. All while keeping up his own groups and helping former comrades. 

One may glance at this and see some kind of derangement, or perhaps an admission 
through his actions Skorzeny was never a strong believer in anything. Both of 
these couldn’t be further from the truth though. As one does not fight on the eastern 
front and carry out countless major acts of espionage because they are insane to a 
dysfunctional level. Some may remain cynical but then what can a charlatan gain 
from the establishment of a secret post war Nazi terror group? 

The ins and outs of Skorzeny’s operations will likely never be complete in picture. As 
the time he was operating in and the nature of who he was ensures any major entity 
which employed his services would keep them hidden. What we can know is that 
he was a virulently dedicated National Socialist who used the freedom not afforded 
to many of his brothers to play double agent in plain sight. Causing confusion and 
setting against one another the two titans of communism and capitalism which had 
crushed the Reich, to begin with. 

And in this mission, he did better than any other man to ever live. And not in 
some suicidal manner. But in that thoroughly inventive and subversive way of a 
Werewolf. A conduct that may even go against what one believes. But as stated 
the nefarious are not of divine law, even the divine law of National Socialism. This 
way guides us true believers of today. The way of the true soldier whose mission 
ended only with his life.
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Joseph Goebbels- 

Baneful Prophet of the New Gods
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Joseph Goebbels- 
Baneful Prophet of the New Gods

Bane means to cause great distress. And its old 
English/German meaning is something poison 
that kills. To be baneful or the bane relies on the 

relationship to something else. So to every enemy of 
the Aryan, there was no greater bane than Joseph 

Goebbels. 

Derisively known by some as the poison dwarf he was more accurately the 
prophet of National Socialism. It was him through which every word of 

the creed flowed through to the people and fighters. A bellow of venom to any 
and all opposition and a ray of pure black light to the Germans. With it, he 
created a miasma where no genetic enemy of the Reich could live unmolested. 
Pogroms and book burnings all transpired under his infectious oratory. He 
purged semetic thought from the press of his country and branded every kike 
with a star so they may not hide as their chameleon nature disposed them to do. 

And when the tides of war turned he once more took to the podium. In that 
most infamous speech, he asked of the nation one thing, totalen krieg, to which 
everyone jumped and cried yes. Turning the German race into a Spartan people 
in which every inch of conquest by the enemy was a war unto itself. When the 
11th hour dawned he left this world honorably and without fear. Precluding 
a fortitude most men will never know. As he killed his 6 children and wife 
without hesitation. Knowing full well the world which awaited them was not 
worth living. A fact he projected to the entire nation, sending the children to war 
for capture would be far worse. 

Not however before fulfilling his duty one last time, on behalf of the Fuhrer 
giving the final order to the Werewolves. Fight to the last man. So from 
beginning to end, he was indeed the bane of kikes, gypsies, faggots, marxists, 
White race traitors, and every other enemy to superior humanity. One may say 
even he continues to be.
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Heinrich Himmler- 

Father of the New Sinister Order
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Heinrich Himmler- 
Father of the New Sinister Order

Sinisterness means threatening or portending evil/
harm, ominous, its old English use also means 

underhanded, and its Latin root means left. 

Heinrich Himmler was a man of a mysterious character and absolute evil in 
the coldest and most calculated manner there was. 

Right down to his physical appearance, many photos portraying an eery and 
foreboding atmosphere. Such as him leering over Ernst Rohm just days 
before his arrest and execution by Himmler’s hands. Or his occult symbology 
and structures which were in plain sight yet not elaborated to the masses even 
within the party. At every turn keeping true to his motto “be more than you 
seem”. The aura is simply chilling in other words. 

Behind the scenes of the Nazi apparatus a young friekorpmen looked down 
upon by many of the WWI veterans, who preferred to bicker among each other 
and hoard medals, consolidated a power second only to the Fuhrer. And waged 
a war not just in the streets of Germany and the lands of eastern Europe but in 
the genetic and spiritual continuity of his people. Creating a blood order not just 
of Germans but of the finest Aryans from across the continent all sworn to the 
Fuhrer, possessing an ancient Aryan soul found in the Spartan state, Roman 
empire, Norse Vikings, and Germanic tribes. 

Through this great sword of Norwegians, Swedes, Danes, Latvians, 
Estonians, Hungarians, Frenchman, Italians, Spaniards, Croatians, 
Bosnians, and Serbians, they not only cleansed their homes of subhumans but 
fought a perhaps worse enemy due to its incorporeal form. Christianity. 

The jewish soul poison which had rooted itself in Europe was one of the bitterest 
enemies of Himmler and he saw to it more than any man since Nero to destroy 
it once and for all. Instituting a cult of genetics and sinister old Gods which 
would make the planet tremble. Reasserting in the German race their own 
proud heritage and ceremonies. From holidays to weddings, Himmler cleansed 
semetism from the capital of liberated Aryan man.

Even more incredible perhaps is that all of the other living Gods of the 
Daemonikrieg minus that of Joseph Goebbels were a part of Himmlers SS 
and were allowed to shine more brilliantly as a result. 
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Heinrich Himmler- 
Father of the New Sinister Order

When the tides of war changed he saw to it the remains of the SS and the 
first true generation of Hitler born of the youth parties would continue 

the fight under the banner of the Werewolves. 

Heinrich Himmler died on his own terms as an Aryan should having brought 
9 other Dark Gods under his command and thousands of demi Gods in the 
various detachments of his SS from far and wide which during and after the 
war would carry on Hitlers Kampf. He is second only to one, and undoubtedly 
the father of a new sinister order to which we now give our lives.
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Sadistikum- 

Our sadistic blood brothers

sadist:    gaming please from inflicting pain.
kum:          old Slavic for blood brothers

Black magickal workings requiring a connection with the acausal are 
realized via intermediaries with verifiable amounts of sinister orlay- 

hence the role of the Sadistikum. Kursing, Mercenary Magick, and connexion 
to the Daemonikrieg may be some goals of the adept through the Sadistikum. 
The Daemonikrieg are hierarchical; as all who pass through the abyss are 
unequal. Unless for the purposes of aeonic magick or in general service to the 
Dark Gods, it can be potentially destructive to attempt workings of mercenary 
magick directly through the Daemonikrieg. While the nexion serves as a 
gateway to the acausal, the Sadistikum may offer guide through the gateway, 
helping the darkness take a step closer to you. Guidance by a Sadistikum, is best 
established via dark meditation, ritual, and final affinity. While their numbers 
are great, the 11 listed Sadistikum have connexion to envoys in Current 191.  

Sadistiskum examples and their primary realms of evil: 

HH Holmes
• Malevolence

David Parker Ray
• Destructiveness

Andrei Chikatilo
• Depravity

William Hare
• Nefariousness

Marcel Petiot
•  Bane

Locusta of Gaul
• Malignant

Elizabeth Báthory
• Wickedness

Ian Brady 
• Horrendous

Israel Keyes
• Iniquitious

Ted Bundy 
• Bestiality

A sadistikum is not limited to one realm of evil.

The Zodiac killer
• Sinisterness
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A hermetic witch. A poisoner of Rome, she was frequently imprisoned and 
rereleased to work for the elite. She tested her poisons on children and animals 
and worked most infamously for emperor Nero. 
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Elizabeth Báthory “the blood countess” was said to have enjoyed drinking the 
blood of virgins and bathing in it, believing that it would preserve her beauty 
and youthfulness. She had hundreds of victims, mostly young women whom 
she would torture kill and consume on. From her position of power as a noble 
family member at Castle Ecsed, Transylvania, she would find the means to 
conduct her wicked acts for pleasure and power. 
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“You have more chance of contacting the dead than you have of speaking with 
me.”

Ian Brady was a horrendous killer, rapist and spontaneous thrill-seeker. 
He killed and raped young girls for the thrill of it in England and had deep 
connection with his woman and murder partner. He was a spastic killer and 
liked to commit evil acts with little planning seemingly for the hell of it. Brady 
is a man of few words. A cynical and antiauthoritarian spirit.
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“You don’t know the depths of darkness that I’ve gone to. You don’t know 
what I’ve done.”

Keyes was always evil, fucked up in the head and tended to be a social outcast. 
The white man was raised in a christian identity household (hence his first 
name) and he grew to hate abrahamism. He would kill animals as a kid, rape 
girls that were river-rafting as a young man, and as he got older would rape 
and kill many more, despite having a family. He got into Satanism in his late 
20’s and became obsessed with serial killers, becoming one himself. 

He committed murders all over the country, never twice in the same spot. After 
he was finally caught, he snuck a razor blade into prison and killed himself in 
his cell by slitting his wrists. In his cell, drawn in blood were the 11 skulls of his 
victims, a pentagram and a statement reading “WE ARE ONE”.
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“We serial killers are your sons, we are your husbands, we are everywhere. 
And there will be more of your children dead tomorrow.”

Ted Bundy was a social chameleon and master misogynist. However his 
bestial strength was unheard of and from hell itself. He starved himself to 
escape prison through the ventilation system. Emaciated, he had all the power 
to run straight to a sorority house like a bat out of hell and eat chunks out of 
sorority girls while raping them. 

Although not a huge man physically, he was able to tap into supernatural 
strength and this can be noticed by simply observing his mannerisms. 
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“I was born with the devil in me. I could not help the fact that I was a murderer 
no more than the poet can help the inspiration to sing. I was born with the evil 
one standing as my sponsor beside the bed where I was ushered into the world, 
and he has been with me since.”

HH Holmes carried out dozens of murders for his morbid fascination during 
the late 1800s. The doctor, businessman and con-artist was a necromaniac 
and loved to work with the dead. He eventually constructed an elaborate torture 
and killing mansion known as the “Murder Castle” in Chicago. The maze-like 
mansion was constructed with secret rooms to allow for every killing capability 
from gassing, to cremation of the bodies. He also killed on the road, whenever he 
saw fit. Had he kept his word to fellow criminal partner Marion Hedgepeth, he 
may not have died with a noose around his neck.
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“Hello there, bitch. Are you comfortable right now? I doubt it. Wrists and 
ankles chained. Gagged. Probably blind folded. You are disoriented and scared, 
too, I would imagine.”

50 shades of Ray. This man had an elaborate raping, killing and torture 
chamber in his home. The “Saw” movies were largely inspired by him. He got 
off to his power of destructiveness over his victims who were usually young 
women, although sometimes would also capture rape and torture bulldike 
lesbians. 
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“When I used my knife, it brought psychological relief. I know I have to be 
destroyed. I was a mistake of nature.”

Chikatilo is known as the Rostov Ripper. He committed hundreds of crimes, 
and raped and killed hundreds of young girls in Soviet Russia. He enjoyed 
making his victims suffer and got away with evil for many years until he was 
found and executed.
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Hare was a violent and amoral character who was a grave-robber in Scotland 
during the early 1800s with his business partner, William Burke. The two 
began a relatively profitable endeavor to sell bodies for a contact in medical 
science. 

After an elderly lodger died at the Burke house, they discovered greater 
payment for fresh bodies. They decided on killing people instead. As Hare 
and his partner developed a knack for it, they began to enjoy it, getting drunk 
together while suffocating their victims with chloroform. Most of whom were 
women. Hare’s nefarious enjoyment of killing and preparing the bodies would 
lead him to a development of personal evil. 
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A bane on the confused civilian population of war-torn France. Even at age 
11, the young Frenchman brought his father’s pistol to school and fired it in the 
classroom, demanding that pussy from a female classmate. 

He would grow up to become a serial killer who posed as “Dr. Eugène” during 
WWII. He would tell his victims he “worked for the resistance” and promised 
jews safe passage to South America. After receiving payment, he convinced 
his prey to allow him to administer a vaccine, which was cyanide. He dumped 
their bodies in piles with no respect for the dead, and continued to live a life of 
mischief until his head was chopped off by guillotine. 
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“When I die, I’ll be reborn in paradise, and all that I have killed will become 
my slaves. I will not give you my name because you will try to slow down, or 
stop my collection of slaves for my afterlife.”

The Zodiac killer was a man of sinister intent through and through. He made 
killing and every aspect of it his life’s mission. He operated intelligently, and 
performed every act of evil with great flare. He did this to gain slaves for the 
afterlife and of course, for fun! A master of the black arts, he used fear to spread 
evil aeonically. 

This great man was never caught and is a legacy for all serial killers and 
National Socialist Satanists. 
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